Guastella/Mantovani Internal Nasal Splint

Please Read Carefully:
NOTE: THE MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROPER SURGICAL PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES. THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOR INFORMATION ONLY. THE ATTENDING SURGEON MUST EVALUATE THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE PROCEDURE BASED ON HIS/HER OWN MEDICAL TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.

Indications
Functional and/or aesthetic rhinosurgery: septal, valve, of the nose tip and the nasal pyramid.

How To Use The Guastella/Mantovani Splint

Step 1: Manually reshape the splint, if possible, to fit the dimension of nasal fossae.
Step 2: First fold down the flap A (see fig. 1).
Step 3: Bring the upper B and lower C claws together (see fig. 2).
NOTE:
A. If the splint is to be used exclusively for surgery of the nasal tip or nasal valve remove extinctions (see fig. 4).
B. If splint is too large for patient’s nose reduce size (see fig. 5).
Step 4: Insert the splint.
Step 5: After inserting the splint, make sure the splint is well seated upon the septal and valve mucosae without forming any unwanted folds which might cause damage to the mucosa itself.

Due to the considerable variety in size of nasal fossae, the splint can be reshaped by simply using a pair of scissors to remove a part of D (near the premaxillary region) and/or part E (in the anterior septum region near the columella).

Make sure that the anterior edge of the splint’s flap is not covered by the mucosa or that it does not directly coincide with any incisions that might have been made to the mucosa during surgery, and place the fold which forms the wing at the depth of the dihedral angle of the inner nasal valve (angle of opening of about 10-15).

It is suggested to stabilize both splints, during the insertion, using the angled Cottle forceps with teeth. It is essential to secure the paraseptal splints with 1-2 transfixed stitches (preferably utilizing monofilament non-reabsorbable suture).

MATERIAL EMPLOYED: Fluoroplastic .25mm thick.

The Splints can be left in situ from 7 to 28 days as required.

During the postoperative period check the splints’ tolerability regularly, especially in the region of the nasal vestibulum.

To extract the splint turn it slightly in a clockwise direction for the right nostril, and counter-clockwise for the left after having removed the transfixed stitches.

To Sterilize

Guastella/Mantovani splints are supplied sterile for immediate surgical usage.

THIS PRODUCT IS FOR SINGLE USE ONLY.
Caution: U.S. Federal Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

Warranty

Invotec International, Inc. warrants that the product is free from defects in material and workmanship. Invotec will replace or provide a refund for any product found to be defective so long as the product is returned according to the Returned Goods instructions in the Sales Policy. Invotec shall not be liable for any consequential loss, damage or expense directly or indirectly arising from the use of, or inability to use, this product. THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, HOWEVER ARISING, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE. Invotec International neither assumes, nor authorizes any person to assume for it, any other additional liability or responsibility with respect to this product.

Catalog No. Size
20-10630 Standard
La Insectic International Inc. garantisce che il prodotto è esente da difetti relativi al materiale e alla lavorazione.

L'Insectic International Inc. si riserva il diritto di modificare o di sospendere qualsiasi prodotto che venga usato il prodotto.

La presente GARANZIA SOSTITUISCE ED ESCLUDE DURI ALTRI GARANTIE ESPRESSA O IMPLICITA, DOMINIO Eemsparenti, INCLUSA LA COMMERCIALIZIBILITÀ DEL PRODOTTO, L'IDONEITÀ ALL'USO PARTICOLARE PER CUI IL PRODOTTO È DESTINATO, LA CONFRANZIONE O AL TRIO. L'Insectic International non si assume né ne autorizza partite ad assumersi per essa, alcune delle istruzioni e responsabilità nei confronti di qualsiasi prodotto.